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‘Vocational’ once referred to the call to the priesthood.

In recent times the Divinity has been replaced by

more secular agencies with distinct mortality such

as the Manpower Services Commission or the

Training Agency. For many teachers the word means

‘training’ rather than education and causes a knee-

jerk negative reaction. Perhaps the most widely-

accepted definition is simply ‘job-related’, i.e.

vocational courses are geared to employment.

    None of these definitions is very helpful. In Further

Education, ‘vocational’ goes with ‘education’ and

‘training’ and implies a concern with the whole

education of the student, both in terms of future

employment and personal and social development.

Courses have been developed and certificated by

examining bodies such as the Business and

Technician Education Council (BTEC), City and

Guilds of London Institute (CGLI) and the Royal

Society for the Arts (RSA). These are the so-called

Vocational Examination Bodies, but there is no

reason why GCSE and ‘A’ level should not also be

seen as vocational if they are used to form coherent

courses which offer a wider education and training.

    Media education, in the form of Film Studies, had

its beginnings in the provision of vocational education

for apprentices. During the 1960s, with a school-

leaving age of 15, day-release in FE colleges offered

a rare opportunity for working-class young people to

gain any kind of political and cultural education.

Critical media work became an integral part of many

General Studies programmes for apprentices (i.e.

the general education provision on work-related

programmes). When rising youth unemployment and

Government pressure to quash political education

threatened to curtail this work in the 1980s, the

teachers involved did not simply abandon their aims.

Instead, they looked closely at the new kinds of

provision for unemployed youth, the funding

possibilities and the curriculum models and decided

that they could run courses themselves. Under a

variety of labels, courses offering Media Production

Skills, alongside General Studies / Core Skills began

to appear. Much of this provision coalesced around

the CPVE and went on to introduce City and Guilds

and GCSE / ‘A’ levels in Media Studies and/or

Communication Studies.

    A second group of teachers in Further Education

have always been more concerned with academic

rather than vocational qualifications. They began with

‘O’ level Film Studies or ‘A’ Level Communication

Studies, moved on to GCSE Media Studies and then

clamoured for ‘A’ Level Media Studies. At one time

this group appeared indifferent or even antagonistic

towards the first group. Eventually, they realised that

many of the best curriculum development ideas (i.e.

GCSE) had been implemented already in vocational

courses and gradually they joined forces with their

ex-General Studies colleagues, forming in many

colleges new and influential Media Sections.

    As these new Sections formed, they were required

to negotiate with existing course teams which

prepared students for employment or Higher

Education in creative subjects such as Art and

Design, Photography, Music and Theatre Studies.

These other vocational media courses, such as the

BTEC National Diplomas in Design, pre-date the

spread of media education ideas, taking their ethos

more from the politics of media theory. The

negotiations have not always been harmonious, but

generally they have resulted in better organisation,

more attention to commercial/artistic practices and

a consequent rise in status for vocational media

education work. In turn, it is fair to say that the earlier

courses have become more open to generalised

media theory. Perhaps the most important

consequence for media education is the possibility

of recognition in terms of the proper budgets and

expenditure plans necessary to equip and maintain

a Media Section at vocational education and training

standards.

    In the schools sector, ‘vocationalisation’ was

initially perceived as a threat to the integrity of the

curriculum. In the period following the Callaghan

speech at Ruskin College in 1976, the so-called

‘Great Debate’ seemed to be reduced to a call for

education to serve the needs of industry and to

promote ‘basic skills’. At the same time changes in

working practices meant that many jobs were
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effectively ‘de-skilled’ or simply abolished altogether.

The subsequent schemes designed to offer basic

skills training to the young unemployed did little to

convince teachers in schools of the value of vocational

education.

    The introduction of the Technical and Vocational

Education Initiative (TVEI) into schools post 14 did,

however, offer great opportunities which enterprising

teachers were able to exploit in terms of investment

in new resources and, perhaps more importantly, new

curriculum ideas. As industry slowly began to realise

that education and training which encouraged the

development of a flexible, multi-skilled workforce was

a priority, opportunities for worthwhile industry-school

links slowly emerged.

    On balance, media education benefited more than

some other parts of the curriculum and, as the

Extension Programme finally pushes on through 16-

19, the TVEI graduates will perhaps find themselves

in the new Media Sections of their local college.

    In the late 1980s the wheel of curriculum

development for 16-19 year olds began to complete

a full circle. ‘Liberal Studies’, which had appeared in

the 1960s as a broadening element in the curriculum,

only to be removed in the late 1970s as irrelevant,

seems to be back on the agenda as ‘Core Skills’.

Once again the curriculum is to be broadened, but

this time the change will encompass academic as

well as vocational courses. The nature of the Core

Skills programme which will emerge is still unknown,

but it is likely that it will include elements like

Communication / Information Technology and

Problem Solving, which will invite a media education

approach, even if it is not spelled out as such. The

existence of strong Media Sections will make such

approaches more possible.

    A vocational course might aim at a single broad

certificate such as the BTEC National Diploma in

Media Studies or it might aim at a package of

different, narrower certificates such as ‘A’ levels

mixed with City and Guilds Media Techniques. Either

way the best course will fulfil the following criteria:

• Theoretical and Practical Work will be

integrated and of equal value

• Students will produce a portfolio of work which

demonstrates their knowledge, skills and

understanding

• Students will have some direct contact with

media industry personnel

• Production work, while not attempting simply

to imitate professional practice, will nevertheless

make reference to industry standards

• All students should expect to benefit from the

course in terms of improved access to employment

or Higher Education and/or personal development

• The course will contribute positively to the

cultural life of the school / college and the community.

    If there is one over-riding reason why vocational

media education must succeed, it is because without

it there seems little hope that the current massive

imbalance in employment in the media industries and

in particular in film and broadcasting will be put right.

At the start of the 1970s, a book about the new breed

of television professionals was entitled The New

Priesthood. It would still be a good title twenty years

later when most broadcasting professionals are still

white males, often, it seems, from the same two

universities (1). Film and broadcasting have existed

so far without any system of formal training for

potential entrants. True there are a handful of Higher

Education courses and training schemes which train

to industry standards, but in general there are two

traditional ways in. Either you work your way up from

the bottom (starting as a gofer) or you join a BBC

training programme. Both methods rely heavily on

‘who you know’ and are blatantly discriminatory.

    But all hope need not be lost. At last, because of

Government policy on National Vocational

Qualifications, the industry has finally been forced

to address training and standards (2). By 1993, the

likelihood is that entrants to the industry (and existing

personnel) will have to gain appropriate NVQs.

Vocational media education will have a readily

identifiable goal for which to prepare candidates and

the whole range of students on such courses will

have the opportunity to apply for posts on an equal

footing.

    Quality courses will provide students with the

opportunity to explore the medium of their choice, to

develop their abilities to read the whole range of

potential media texts and to demonstrate their

competence in production. Successful candidates

may enter employment in the media industries and

take with them a wide range of cultural referents and

life experience, which might do something to disrupt

the smugness and insularity of much of the British

media. Not all students will seek employment in this

way. Others may pursue quite unconnected careers,

but a vocational media education course will equip

them to play a full role in our media culture as effective

consumers and potential producers. Our students

deserve quality provision and as vocational media

education courses proliferate we must ensure that

courses are not allowed to fall into a sterile technicism

on the one hand or an equally sterile theoreticism on

the other.
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